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OPINION / SPORTS
A Changing Dance Department
BY ERIKA SOUKUP

J

an puffer, dance professor and director of

Spring Into Dance, retired earlier in the year,
throwing dance classes and Spring Into Dance into
confusion. Especially with covid, dance class enrollment
has dropped considerably.
Professor Puffer taught most of the dance classes.
Instead of having the normal classes with a final
showcase at the end of the semester to show their work,
most of the spring semester dance classes are being
turned into independent studies with the final showcase
being combined with Spring Into Dance. Dr. Monica
Murray, head of the Music, Theatre, and Dance
Department states the idea is simply because “enrollment
numbers are dramatically lower for the spring, probably
due to covid. By moving them to independent studies,
the instructional time is more flexible. There will be
some sort of spring showcase; formatting and delivery
will depend on covid, but whether or not the technique
class dancers are present depends on the students taking
the classes and is ultimately up to the instructors.”
Murray is confident of the combination since it will
provide choreographers a chance to work with a wider
variety of students and skill-levels.
Spring Into Dance is one of the most well-known
shows Concordia consistently puts on, started by
Professor Puffer. Because of covid, the current idea is
to perform outside with a space reserved inside just in
case of inclement weather, which will allow for a
socially-distanced live audience. Murray believes “the
show will be shorter, which would most likely have
happened anyway, possibly to allow two shows a day to
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keep the audience smaller and make it more flexible
for bad weather.”
I was able to speak with two different students, both
who are involved in the dance department or Spring
Into Dance in some way. A dance student, who is

involved in both classes and Spring Into Dance, said,
“Combining classes with Spring Into Dance is a great
opportunity because you can take that one step even
further, so if you were just in classes now you can
experience Spring Into Dance. It also gives dancers an
opportunity to experience more of a performance.
Having it outside provides more opportunities to
experiment more. I also think that’d be really cool.”
Another student, Xinia Anderson, who is involved
primarily with Spring Into Dance, had some other
thoughts. When asked about the classes being
combined with Spring Into Dance for the final, she
responded, “I don’t like that. It’s irritating. Spring Into
Dance has nothing to do with the spring course
dance classes, they’re completely separate.
One is audition based, and there’s a certain skill set you
need when you audition that you don’t need when
registering for classes. It’s not fair for students in the
class who might be at a lower skill level.” Anderson
also expressed frustration because at the meeting held
for students involved in the dance department, she was
not able to attend. “There should be another meeting
where they ask students what they want because we’re
the ones being affected the most. It’s our stories and our
time; we have to work with or not work with whatever
they want to do. Being the ones most involved in it, we
understand what works with it and what doesn’t.”
The end goal is for the department to continue to
exist, but as we can see, there are many thoughts and
opinions on how to do that.

Men’s Basketball Ready to Start Up Soon
BY RENE ELIAS

A

s the 2021 season approaches, there is nothing but excitement for sports to

come back at Concordia. The men’s basketball team is among the teams that are
ready to start their season back up very soon. Listening to Coach Fletch on the
latest episode of “csp Bears Podcast,” Coach Fletch States, “The efforts of bubble and
not hanging around other people as well as not going out should be rewarded with the
athletes.” As we are still in the abyss of the unknown, and there are still more questions
than answers, one thing that should be brought to light is the hard work of the players as
practices continue. We are starting to see a light at the end of the tunnel. We are starting
to get excited for game days again, and most importantly, we are starting to get excited
about the hard work of the players and coaches becoming apparent on the court.
“Our athletic director has done a great job to make sure our season continues,” states
Coach Fletch, and as a fan, it is exciting to see a schedule finally released. While
speaking to the graduate assistant, Sam Nicholson, he told me that “the one part
that I see the most is how the team improves day by day.” He continues by saying that
he is excited to see the team in action this upcoming year.
A big shift into this upcoming year is only playing eight games and having to play the
same team twice in the same weekend. It is safe to say that our student-athletes have
never had an experience like this. “I’m confident in our guys and confident in our
system,'' says Coach Fletch. Although covid protocols and policies have changed our
society week-by-week, the season is still on everyone’s minds. You can see the
dedication on every player's face when walking into the Gangelhoff Center. A player
from the men’s basketball team on campus states, “The culture has shifted. We are in a
winning mindset.” You can see the Golden Bears men's basketball team back in action
this upcoming January 2nd versus Minnesota Crookston online followed by Wayne
State on January 8th.
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